Abstract. This paper presents a new system to achieve face detection and tracking in video sequences. We have performed a combination between detection and tracking modules to overcome the different challenging problems that can occur while detecting or tracking faces. Our proposed system is composed of two modules: Face detection module and face tracking module. In the face detection module, we have used skin color and motion information to extract regions of interest and cut off false positive face. This filtering step has enhanced the next face tracking processing step, as it helps to avoid tracking false positive faces. Regarding tracking module, we have used face detection results to keep the face tracker updated. In order to carry on tracking face we have used particle filter technique which was adapted to track multiple faces. Moreover, each tracked face was described by a defined state: tracked, occluded, entered, left or stopped. The performance of our detect-track system was evaluated using several experiments. This evaluation proved the robustness of our face detection-track system as it supports automatic tracking with no need to manual initialization or re-initialization and reaches best performance to deal with different challenging problems.
Introduction
Detecting and tracking faces with any view is an important problem since it has been observed that there is nearly 75% of faces in video are non-frontal [1] . This requires insuring permanent face spotting through the three degree of freedom of human head pose: yaw, pitch and roll. Thereby, detecting and tracking faces with any point of view is a very useful task mainly in visual surveillance applications, human computer interaction, facial biometric security solutions and driving assistance systems.
under many tracking scenarios. Moreover, we have classified each tracked face into five states: tracked, stopped, entered, left, or occluded, this will help understanding person behavior in the scene. To evaluate our proposed system for face detection and tracking in video, we have appraised several experiments. Our main contributions can be abridged in two points: adapting the system to detect and track multiple faces without scarifying real time performance and handling multiple complex challenging problems related to detection and tracking tasks. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We begin in the next section, by detailing our proposed detect-track system. The results of several experiments and performance evaluation are presented in section 3. We conclude this paper with remarks on potential extensions for future work.
Proposed approach
Figure 1 illustrates our proposed approach for automatic detection and tracking faces in video. It is composed of two successive modules: face detection module and face tracking module. 
Face detection module
Regarding face detection module, we have proposed in [18] a hybrid approach which benefits from the affluent combination of spatial (skin) and temporal (motion) information in video to improve face detection. In fact, our approach starts by detecting regions in motion using approximate median background subtraction technique. Then, we go over these moving regions to find out pixels having skin color. Skin color detection task was performed using our proposed skin color model HSCr which was developed using a data-mining process. This restriction of regions of interest, by applying motion and skin color filtering, helps to reduce regions of interest and cuts out earlier false positive which can appear jointly with decor or non-skin regions. Finally, we classify these moving-skin color regions into face and non-face using Adaboost algorithm. In [18] we have proved the effectiveness of integrating spatial and temporal information as it helps to avoid tracking false positive faces. 
Face tracking module
This module is composed of three main stages: update tracked face stage; particle filter tracker stage and face state definition stage.
Update Tracked face. The update tracked face stage seeks to update not only the face tracked structure but also the number of tracked faces either there is a new detection or not. To start this stage, we have to record a first detection shot in order to initialize the tracker. Henceforward, we just applied the update tracked face stage which aims to keep the tracker informed with the detection module results. Initialization step consists of assigning to the tracking face structure the new measures out came from the detected face structure. Notice here that a face structure (detected or tracked) is defined by its center coordinates (x, y), height, width, distance between the face and the camera and its current state (Leaving, Entering, Stopped, Occluded, Tracked). In the case when the face detection module fails to detect faces in the scene, we update the tracked face structure and the number of tracked faces in the scene with the previous ones. Otherwise, when we record a new detection, we have to identify if this new detection belong to an old tracked face or it is for a new entering face. Therefore, we go over each detected face and check if its center belongs to an old tracked face, if it fits this condition we just update the old tracked face structure with the new detected face structure; If not, we verify if there is an old occluded tracked face in the scene. If this is the case, we have to understand that this occluded face has just reappears again and then we update the occluded tracked face structure with the detected face structure without increasing the number of tracked faces. Otherwise, if we do not find an old face tracked which fits the new detected face and there is no previous occluded face in the scene, we conclude that there is a new face which has just entered to the scene. Thus we have to update the tracked face list by adding the new detected face structure and incrementing the number of tracked faces in the scene.
Particle-Filter Tracker. At time t, each face is described by a state vector S t . The goal of face tracking is to estimate the face state S t at time t using a set of observations Z t . In other words, it consists of constructing the posterior probability density function (pdf) defined as p(S t | Z t ). To derive the prior pdf of the current state p(S t | Z t−1 ), the recursive Bayesian filtering provides the theoretically optimal solution which makes use of the dynamic equation and the already computed pdf p(S t−1 | Z t−1 ) of the face state at time t−1 in the prediction step. Afterward, in the update step, it employs the face likelihood function p(Z t | S t ) of the current observation to compute the posterior pdf p(S t | Z t ). Formally, it can be written as follows:
As it showed in equation above, the computation of the posterior probability ( | : ) using Bayesian filtering requires a high dimensional integrals computation and can deal with the non-linearity and non-normality of the motion model. Highdimensional integrations cannot be easily computed in a closed analytical form; hence a particle filter tracker was adopted to estimate the posterior probability. Actually, it is widely accepted that the particle filter is superior to the traditional Kalman filter in terms of tracking performance [12] , since the particle filter provides a robust object tracking without being restricted to a linear system model and proves performance to deal with limitations arising from non-linearity and non-normality of the motion model under many tracking scenarios [13, 14] . To perform tracking we have used particle filter technique with adaptive resampling and adjusted it for multiple faces tracking context. In fact, the particle filter tracker maintains a probability distribution over the tracked face state (location, scale, etc.). Particle filters represent this distribution as a set of weighted particles samples. Each particle is an instantiation illustrating one potential location of the tracked face. Particles having high value of weight reveal the locations where the tracked face is more likely to be. This weighted distribution is propagated through time using the Bayesian filtering equations, the trajectory of the tracked face can be found by using the highest weighted particles. In our case, we have defined the face state as follows: S t = {x, y, s, w, h, histo}, where (x, y) are the face coordinates center, s is the face scale, w and h are respectively the width and the height of the current face, histo is an histogram model of the current region. The first step in particle filter tracker is initializing distribution which consists of creating N particles on each detected face. Then for each particle, we sample a new face state using second-order autoregressive dynamical model which is a type of random process often used to model and predict an output of a system based on the two previous outputs. Particle weight assignment was performed using Bhattacharyya distance between the predicted face region and the measured one. In fact, particles which have predicted correctly the face location will have high value of weight and conversely the particles which have fail to predict properly the face will have weak value of weight. Actually, the algorithm consists in making evolve the particle set P t = (S t n , W t n ) n = 1,… , N , where S t is hypothetical state of the tracked face and W t its weight. However, after some iterations, most of particles will have a weak weight close to zero; this is known as the degeneracy problem. The goal of resampling is to focus on high weighted particles and get rid of weak weighted particles by replacing the N particles according to their importance weights. Unlike the existing works [17, 11] A face is seen as stopped face if the Euclidean distance between its center in the current frame and the previous one does not exceed two pixels. Furthermore, the current state of the face should not be occluded since an occluded face has often a small amount of movements. Moreover, the distance separating the face from the camera should not be greater than one centimeter among the previous and the current frame ( Figure 2 ). To identify leaving and entering face, we have defined a window of track as an area where the face could appear clearly in the scene. If the tracked face center is out of this window of track, we declare that it is either entering or leaving the scene. This window of track is defined as follows:
A face is perceived as a leaving face if its center goes beyond the window of track and the distance between the center of current tracked face and the frame center is larger than the distance between the center of previous tracked face and the frame center (i.e. the face is going far from the frame center) Once we have identified a leaving state we have to update face tracked structure, thus we delete the left face structure from face tracked list and decrease the number of tracked faces in the scene (Figure 3) . A face is defined as an entered face, if its center is out of the window of track and the distance between the center of current tracked face and the frame center is lower than the distance between the center of previous tracked face and the frame center (i.e. the face is moving toward the frame center). A face is classified as an occluded face in two cases: when there is a faces interaction constraint or there is a one-face occlusion. In fact, when the distance between the centers of two tracked faces is lower than the sum of their widths divided by two, we declared that we have a faces interaction case. However, when the number of skin color pixel in the tracked region is lower than 30% of the total face tracked region we asserted that we have a one-face occlusion case ( Figure 4 ). In the first instance, when faces interaction occurs, we have to identify which face occludes the other. Therefore, we compare the distance between each interacted face and the camera. The face having a larger distance than the interacted one will be classified as an occluded face. With regard to the face hiding the occluded one, it will be classified as a tracked face ( Figure 5 ). The tracked face state is the default state. In other words, when a face is not occluded, or stopped, nor entering or leaving, it is obviously moving in the scene and hence it is perceived as a tracked face.
Experimental results
In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed detect-track system, we have carried out two series of experiments. The first one dealt with the evaluation of the proposed detect-track system and the second one seeks to evaluate the performance of our adapted particle filter tracking technique.
First serie of experiments
This set of experiments aims to evaluate the performance of our proposed approach for face detection and tracking in video, as well as traces its behavior when only face detection module is applied.
Experimental study was performed on two video databases sequences, La Casia database [15] Table 2 illustrates the obtained results while applying only face detection module and the recorded results by performing our face tracking module jointly with face detection module. To ensure evaluation, the familiar rates of precision and recall were used. The table 2 chows that with tracking module, both of recall and precision rates were improved. In fact we record height rate of precision rate while applying only detection module or running the whole detect-track system. This was expected, since we process with a filtering stage while detecting faces using spatial (skin) and temporal (motion) information. This filtering stage helps to get rid of false positive detection in an earlier step. Moreover, we notice that even when there is a total head rotation, we succeed to keep following it, so we jump from 61.9% of recall rate, to 100% thanks to our combination of detection and tracking modules Table 2 . Precision and recall rates of the detection module alone and the whole detect-track system Nevertheless, we perceive that the precision rate decrease little bit while tracking an occluded face. In fact, this precision decrease is due to the fast movement of the occluded face, as the face is not only occluded but also moves quickly. Although, this has affected slightly the precision rate but it does not touch the general performance of our detect-track system since a new detection will update naturally the face tracker.
Second serie of experiments
With regard to tracking technique evaluation, we have compared our adapted particle filter face tracker technique with the referenced tracking technique CamShift [16] . To insure such evaluation, we suggest a new distance measure to appraise the performance of each face tracker technique. This distance measure is defined as the difference between X and Y ground truths trajectories and the X and Y tracked trajectories averaged over all frames in each video sequence. Seeing that this distance is an average measure, we have rounded it to the nearest whole unit. In addition, since we have dealt with large databases we cannot display all the computed results, so only one example of each constraint will be exposed. Table 3 sums up this comparative study. Table 3 depicts the obtained results with our adapted particle filter and CamShift techniques. In fact, these results reveal the sensibility of CamShift tracker when some constraints arise. In particular, when the face is occluded the Camshift tracker fails to follow it and drift away with 22 pixels from the Y ground truth trajectory however the adapted particle filter keeps pursuing correctly this occluded face (only 3 pixels away from the Y ground truth trajectory). Furthermore, our proposed particle filter seems to be more faithful to the ground truth trajectory then CamShift tracker in varying illumination constraint since CamShift tracker discards with 39 pixels from the X ground truth trajectory while the particle filter tracker keep being close (5 pixels) to the X ground truth trajectory. Moreover, regarding faces interaction constraint which is a complex challenge since faces are moving one next the other in such way that they hide each one the other, our adapted particle filter tracker proves more performance than CamShift tracker seeing that particle filter trajectory along X and Y is more closer to the ground truth trajectory than CamShift trajectory. Based on this report, we can conclude that CamShift tracker usually drifts away and in some times looses tracking when tracking error propagates through video frames. This problem is especially relevant when partial or total face occlusion occur or nearby faces appear with similar distributions to the target face. Figure 6 displays the X-trajectory of the second video sequence under faces interaction constraint. Through this figure, we can see that the second and the third faces enter successively to the scene at the frame number 41 and 102 respectively; then we can notice how the fourth face enters at the frame number 165 and pass in front of the three faces and occludes them; however our face detect-tracker system succeed to keep following them although they are really occluded. This experimental study has highlighted the robustness and the effectiveness of our proposed approach for face detection and tracking in video. In fact, the combination of the detection and tracking modules supports automatic tracking with no need to manual initialization or re-initialization and reaches best performance to deal different challenging problems which can arise while face detection or tracking stages. This is achieved without affecting the quality of tracking or its computational complexity.
Conclusion
A face detect-track system was proposed in this paper. The face detection module makes use of motion information as well as skin color to earlier get rid of false positive. Based on detection modules results we update the tracking module. Then we adapt the particle filter technique for multiple faces track scenario without affecting its performance. Finally we define a specific state for each tracked face. This state definition step helps to understand each face behavior in the scene; hence we have defined five face states: Tracked, Occluded, Stopped, Entered or Left. The experimental results have proved the effectiveness and the performance of our proposed combination of face detection and tracking modules to deal with the various face detection and tracking problems. In fact, the detection module helps to handle tracking problems and conversely, the tracking module provide an intelligent way to handle detection challenges.
In our future works, we seek to estimate continually the pose of the tracked faces. Such works will help to capture the best frame having the most reliable pose for a further face recognition task.
